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The Evolution of Self-Reg

• During the MEHRI study, I was fixated on the early stages of DIR
• I wanted to understand why the children had so much trouble 

with the first three stages
• The biopsychosocial connections between these stages
• Why DIR was helping them to master these stages

• Before and immediately after the MEHRI study Stanley and I were 
working on a universal model of “Building Healthy Minds”

• Self-Reg evolved as an attempt to lay the foundation for such a 
model via an understanding of the effect of excessive stress on a 
child’s mastery of the first three stages
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My Son
Learning about ASD was not an academic exercise for me

At a very early stage of his life, Stanley and I suspected that he might be on the spectrum

He was having a great deal of trouble

• Sleeping
• Feeding
• Highly irritable
• Incessant crying

My wife and I used a lot of kangaroo care, which had an almost immediate soothing effect

I wanted to understand this effect in neurophysiological terms
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Cannon’s View of Self-Regulation

• His classic example of thermoregulation

The body has a number of self-regulating mechanisms

• Brain stem (breathing, heart rate)
• Midbrain (e.g., SEEKING system triggered by energy depletion)
• Diencephalon (role of the hypothalamus as a “master control” system)
• Limbic System (role of Amygdala in threat detection, ACC in arousal 

regulation)
• PFC (learned self-regulating behaviours)

He thought there was a “hierarchy” of self-regulating mechanisms
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Self-Control vs Self-Regulation

Self-Control

Solitary Mind

The self uses the mind to control 
impulses

- In the same way that the hand 
uses a ruler (regula) to control 
drawing a straight line

On a self-control reading of the 
neuroaxis, new structures 

evolved to lengthen the gap 
between stimulus and response

- Giving us time to weigh 
outcomes

- Ability to inhibit impulses

Self-regulation

Interbrain

- Innate mechanisms

- learned behaviours

- impact of homeostatic 
imbalance on arousal
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Michael Jr. and his Newborn Baby Daughter
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A World of “Primary Circular Reactions”
The baby’s crying is reflexive (releases cortisol, energy)

Michael Jr.’s behaviour is also reflexive: change in pitch, rhythm, speed, repetition are all automatic

His vocalizations trigger oxytocin and vasopressin in his daughter, which has calming effect

Significantly, he too experiences a release of oxytocin and vasopressin as she instantly calms

The smell of their baby causes a surge of dopamine in parents

The Interbrain is formed and sustained by this sort of circular physico-chemical chains of reactions
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Oxytocin: Mammalian Survival Mechanism

Mammalian oxytocin 
builds during labour 
and surges at birth

Stimulates lactation, 
nursing stimulates 

further production of 
oxytocin and 

endogenous opioids

Oxytocin plays a critical 
role in caregiver’s 

mood and nurturing

Lowers stress 
hormones in both 
mother and baby

Causes mother to 
cuddle baby, providing 

warmth

Triggers anxiety when 
baby is lost and crying
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Opioid Homeostasis

• receptors are distributed in brain, spinal cord and nociceptors 

Opioids are constantly circulating in the brain and body, leading to pleasure and pain relief

Opioids keep baby and mother close together

When opioids start to rise the baby explores

Separation causes a drop in opioids in both mother and baby (stress on parent when child shuts down) 

Reunion triggers oxytocin and  β-endorphins in both
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Distress Vocalizations (DVs)
The emergence of DVs is tied closely to when the baby starts to move about on their own

At this age baby displays anger and sadness, which are protests at separation

Separation affects brain arousal, behavioral reactivity, HGH, sleep patterns, HPA reactivity

The drop in opioids produced by separation triggers coldness

The caregiver also feels cold when child is lost

The surge of opioids produced by reunion makes both feel warm

The neurochemicals that soothe physical pain also soothe social distress
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The Stress Response: CRF → ACTH → Cortisol

Remember that “stress” is 
anything that requires us 

to burn energy to 
maintain homeostasis

Stress activates neurons in 
the Paraventricular 

Nucleus of the 
hypothalamus, which is 

rich in Corticotropin 
Releasing Factor neurons

CRF causes the release of 
adrenocorticotrophic 

hormone (ACTH)

ACTH triggers cortisol in 
the adrenal cortex, 

priming the body to use 
energy to cope with a 

stress
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Bathed in Stress

• From the moment of birth a baby is bathed in stress
• Waves of energy – light, sound, gravity – wash over them
• Energy that they need to grow, learn, thrive
• Meaning, CRF is constantly activated
• So how does the baby avoid being chronically over-

stressed?
• The answer lies in a closely-connected counter 

neurochemical system
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Neurochemical Stress-Homeostasis

Oxytocin inhibits CRF

Oxytocin is also released by neurons in the PVN

So one and the same nucleus in the HYP that triggers CRF also triggers Oxt

Where stress triggers the CRF chain, caregiver triggers the countervailing oxytocin response

When stress is excessive CRF/Oxt imbalance results
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The Costs of Excessive Stress
Stress activates the energy-SEEKING system (VTA)

• Need the energy to deal with the stress

In other words, a midbrain system drives infant to SEEK more energy in order to manage stress

• Or “store up” energy in anticipation of stress

But excessive stress blunts dopaminergic function!

Heightens pain

And in the case of ASD, impairs “social homeostasis”
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“Social Homeostasis”

• Interacts with biological homeostatic systems (e.g., governing energy or thermoregulation)

We possess a distinct dopaminergic system designed to maintain social connection

The system is designed to restore social connection

As with General Adaptation Syndrome, the disease state associated with chronic 
loneliness may result from prolonged activation of a system designed for short-
term preservation 

Social interaction is rewarding (oxytocin and opioids)



The Dorsal Raphe Nucleus

• Midbrain system
• A unique population of DA neurons that are activated by 

social isolation or the very threat of social isolation
• These neurons motivatens social-seeking behaviour
• The greater the feeling of loneliness, the stronger the social-

seeking drive
• The DRN DA neurons are quieted when social interaction is 

restored
• Reducing the feelings of stress/anxiety caused by 

isolation
• This self-regulating mechanism is dysregulated by excessive 

stress
• i.e., suppresses DRN social DA neurons
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“Primitive Emotion Circuits” (Panksepp)
SEEKING, RAGE, FEAR, LUST, CARE, PANIC/GRIEF, PLAY

PECs are “anatomically, neurochemically, and functionally homologous in all 
mammals” 

• Positive sensations: homeostasis (promote survival)
• Opioids, Oxytocin, Prolactin, Dopamine (DA)

• Negative sensations: homeostatic imbalance (threaten survival)
• Drop in opioids, nociceptive activation, corticotropin releasing factor 

(CRF)

Primitive affects evolved for different aspects of survival
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Periaqueductal Gray (PAG)
Contains enkephalin cells that suppress PAIN
• Target site for brain-stimulating implants in treatment of chronic pain

Stimulate one part and this produces defensive behaviours (freezing, immobility, running, jumping, locomotor 
activity)
• Another produces quiescence

Contains a high density of vasopressin and oxytocin receptors

Home to RAGE, FEAR, PAIN, CARE, PANIC/GRIEF, PLAY, and LUST circuits

And adjacent to SEEKING (ventral tegmental area, VTA)

It’s no surprise that basic emotions mix at the secondary level (Red Brain)

• Multiple primitive emotion circuits are activated by homeostatic imbalances
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The Neuroaxis May Look Fairly Straightforward

Bottom-up processes influence higher level cognition

Top-down executive functions inhibit lower level arousal

The brain is like a high-rise elevator, zooming up and down from ground to 
middle to upper floor

• The mesolimbic dopamine pathway/elevator
• The mesocortical dopamine pathway/elevator
• The RAGE pathway/elevator
• The FEAR pathway/elevator

Or maybe, like a downtown office complex with separate elevators servicing 
different floors, e.g.
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But Welcome to the Complexity

We are dimly aware of this phenomenon with a term like “hangry”
And that’s just a start

Midbrain pathways are tightly interwoven and interdependent

But systems in the midbrain are not differentiated like the categorical distinctions that we draw in language

We tend to think in very linear terms

E.g., the RAGE system must be activated for anger or tertiary 
anger emotions FEAR  fear
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A Tangled Midbrain Web

Anger is frequently (invariably?) mixed with fear – and vice versa

• There is a strong overlap between RAGE and FEAR circuits in PAG
• Perhaps for an evolutionary reason
• E.g., where RAGE is energizing, FEAR is enervating, so we aren’t carried away by RAGE or 

paralyzed by FEAR

FEAR is invariably mixed with PAIN

Aggression is a mix of PLAY and SEEKING with FEAR and PAIN

Anxieties (there are different kinds of anxiety) are a mixture of FEAR, ANGER, PAIN, 
PANIC/GRIEF
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The Hidden Complexities of Exaptation
The pain system in reptiles formed the substrate for the social distress system in mammals

The roots of PANIC/GRIEF lie very close to PAIN

• Separation triggers a drop in opioids AND nociceptive activity

Distress vocalizations in infants are a mixture of both PANIC and PAIN

• They cause resonant arousal in the caregiver’s PANIC/GRIEF and PAIN circuits

Distress Vocalizations in older children/teens are rarely perceived as such

PANIC/Grief in adults triggers PAIN arousal

• i.e., the experience of grief is psychologically and physiologically painful
• This is why grief causes inflammation, headaches, gastrointestinal problems, lowered immunity
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PAIN is Always Lurking Below the Surface of Negative Emotions
Why is anxiety aversive?

• RAGE mixed with PAIN (adjacent circuits in PAG)
Why do we get angry if someone bumps into us?

• drop in opioids and PAIN activation
Negative emotions are physically as well as subjectively aversive 

The neurobiological link between emotional stress and nociceptive activity is 
currently a subject of intense research

• And for that matter, intellectualization, rationalization, self-deception

This aspect of the Gray Brain is crucial for understanding suppression and 
avoidance
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Suppression and Avoidance

By the time we get to the tertiary level (Blue Brain), rationalization, justification, externalization, and/or retribution takes
hold

The Other “deserves” to be harmed The child “deserves” to be punished (“for their own good”)

Similarly, when we yell at a child, the child experiences both separation distress (PANIC) and PAIN

And so do we!

Social rejection causes physical pain in the persecutor as well as in the victim

Pain circuits are activated by social rejection
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Understanding Suppression and Avoidance
Children suppress a primary emotion (e.g., anger, fear) because they find it stressful

But then, all emotions are stresses, some positive and some negative 

Yet not all emotions trigger suppression

• Only the ones tied to PAIN, which causes Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) stress response
• Positive emotions trigger catecholamines (are a source of energy)

Suppression is closely bound up, therefore, with pain-avoidance

This needs to be understood in survival terms

• Viz., ways of conserving energy

In other words, suppression and avoidance are modes of self-regulation
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The Influence of the Interbrain
A critical factor in the development of suppression/avoidance is how the 
caregiver/others respond to the child’s emotion

• E.g., adult reaction can trigger fear of separation, which causes opioids to drop, 
cortisol to rise, and increased nociceptive activity

If they get angry or withdraw this causes a homeostatic imbalance in the child’s 
PANIC/GRIEF system

The experience of the emotion is now very costly

• Experiences it as an ongoing threat, rather than something fleeting

Hence the child misneuroceives the emotion 
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Neuroception is NOT a form of “Subcortical Cognition”

Limbic utterances are not actually “utterances”: not true or false
They are what Wittgenstein called “primitive expressions of emotion” (“arghh,” “ouch,” “ahhh”)

It doesn’t infer, it resonates with other limbic systems

Rather, the limbic system apprehends or feels that S is a threat

But the limbic system doesn’t judge or believe that S is a threat

Neuroception supplies inchoate midbrain impulses with an “object”
E.g., the “threat” that is causing anger or fear 
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Misneuroception
Just as we can misperceive stress-behaviour as misbehaviour, the limbic system can 
misneuroceive non-threats as threats

Or, in some cases of PTSD, misneuroceive threats as non-threats

• But perhaps the threat is in fact apprehended as such and submission is a learned defensive response

Young children need to learn to distinguish between safety and threat

• Some are frightened by everything, some by nothing

“Limbic learning” is conditioning in which behavioural cues (e.g., facial expressions, 
vocalizations, gestures) are associated with pleasant secure feelings or aversive anxious 
feelings
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“Negativity” Flows up the Neuroaxis

Homeostatic imbalance + PAIN flow up the neuroaxis, shaping misneuroception

Misneuroception flows up the neuroaxis, shaping cognition

• Homeostatic imbalance + PAIN cause mother to misneuroceive her baby as cause 
of her distress

In cases of D-Type attachment disorder, the baby becomes the “object” of the mother’s 
overpowering negative emotions (fear, anger)

Rampant negative impulses flowing up the neuroaxis causing maladaptive self-regulation
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Maladaptive Self-Regulation
Given that homeostatic imbalance depresses DA and increases PAIN, 
we need to reduce child’s stress-load for them to progress through 
first three stages

Maladaptive responses exacerbate homeostatic imbalance

Gaze aversion, withdrawal reduce stress but don’t restore 
homeostasis

Child is blocking primary source of Oxytocin: caregiver

Prolonged maladaptive Self-Reg leads to DA, opioid, PAIN 
dysregulation
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Self-Reg
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Self-Reg
Step 1: Reframe

misbehaviour vs stress-behaviour

signs of homeostatic imbalance that cause stress-behaviours

Step 2: Recognize
stimuli and experiences that over-stress the child

relationship b/w Thayer state and stress-reactivity

Step 3: Reduce
stress-load

Increase Oxt

Step 4: Reflect CRF-OXT balance

Step 5: Restore energy, SNS/PNS balance, Social engagement
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Reframing Universal

My initial thinking about Self-Reg was to develop a model that would help all children and youth

• Especially in light of the astonishing rise in health problems – mental and physical -- that we 
were already seeing

But I realized that universal included the parents we were seeing, and indeed, all adults today

The problem is, the state of energy imbalance makes us highly attuned to energy “cues”

• And blunts our awareness of internal “aversive” cues
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Food Engineers Capitalize on this Ancient Mechanism

We have subcortical self-
regulating neurohormonal 
mechanisms 

• E.g., Ghrelin stimulates DA 
and increases appetite 

• Leptin stimulates GABA 
(inhibitory) neurons and 
decreases appetite

Eating is an ancient self-
regulating mechanism

• There are cases of 
congenital leptin deficiency, 
although rare

• More commonly, overeating 
is a maladaptive mode of 
self-regulation

How we are primed to 
overeat: 
• Endogenous opioid rewards that 

food engineers have heightened –
i.e., the “bliss point”

• Limbic associations that trigger 
SEEKING (images to sell alcohol 
always show groups having fun)

• Visual or olfactory cues that 
stimulate DA (think of food ads 
during Super Bowl, KFC piping 
odours)

• Our personal hippocampus!
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“Dysteroception”: The Dimming of Self-Awareness

Bypassing leptin (signal to cease eating) causes aversive feelings of homeostatic imbalance 

• stomach discomfort, feeling tired, hot, sweaty, dizzy

Normally, this stops us from eating

The compulsive overeater does not choose to ignore these aversive feelings

• Instead, excessive stress blocks awareness of these sensations

That too is a primary reptilian function, so that we are not paralyzed in periods of excessive stress

We live in an age where businesses capitalize on dysteroception in order to generate profits
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My Most Important Lesson
Of all the many benefits of oxytocin (nursing, 
bonding, sharing), the most important are:

- It stimulates the production of dopamine 

- It blocks PAIN receptors

Nothing beats the soothing touch, looks and voice of an Interbrain to trigger oxytocin

And, of course, getting enough sleep, exercise, healthy diet, music, time in nature

But above all, co-regulation and mindful self-regulation

Which was my most important lesson from the MEHRI study
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SELF-REG BOOKS
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DIVE DEEPER
WITH TMC’s ONLINE COURSES
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KEEP IN TOUCH

Keep Up To Date With 
Our Newsletter

Subscribe Here:
@SelfReg

@Self_Reg @stuartshanker @susanhopkins5

@self_reg @Stuart Shanker @susanhopkins5

self_reg

info@self-reg.ca

www.self-reg.ca
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